Swordsmen Win Over Norwich By Two Points
Captain Ozel, Toole, Luss, Star For Technology

Technology's fencing team, in its first match of the season, defeated Norwich Academy Saturday in the North Hall in Walker by the score of 95-76.

Beared of Norwich shine for this team, winning five matches and tying another. Capt. Ozel, Toole, and Luss starred for Technology winning two-thirds of their matches, the latter tying his third match.

Each puff less acid—Lucky are a LIGHT SMOKE OF RICH, RIFE-BODIED TOBACCO

For twenty-five years the research staff of The American Tobacco Company has worked steadily to produce a measurably finer cigarette—namely, a cigarette having a minimum of volatile components, with an improved richness of taste—"A LIGHT SMOKE."

We believe that Lucky Strike Cigarettes embody a number of genuinely basic improvements, and that all these improvements combine to produce a superior cigarette in a modern cigarette, a cigarette made of rich, ripe-bodied tobaccos—A Light Smoke.

Although the news is a little bit slow now it might interest you to learn that in the dorm basketball league the graduate team representing Ruckle, Ware, and Atkinson took the aggregation from the other three graduate halls by a 20-20 count in the playoff for the dorm title. Since the grad teams proved so strong this past season in comparison with most of the other teams in the league, it is planned to split up the Graduate House into more than two teams in the future. This is only fair for it will eliminate the advantage the grads have had of drawing on more material.

* * * * *

Although nothing definite has been done yet, it is rumored that a basketball team will be organized from the Graduate House and will play outside opponents from the ranks of local club and civic teams. With Johnny Davis and Ray McGrath as nucleus it seems that a fast team could be formed.

Golden Glove victories wore their crowns with assurance. Left to right:

Golden Glove Finals
Princeton Tigers
Decided Saturday
Ed Brittenham, Bob Whittington, Wil Respective Beats With Kayears

Before an excited crowd of about one hundred students and friends, the finals of the golden glove matches were run off Saturday night in Houghton Gym.

Bob Whittington provided some additional excitement during the evening when he knocked Royce Needham in 1 minute 7 seconds of the third round. Ed Brittenham in the heavies did even better; he knocked out O'Connel in 1 minute 20 seconds of the first round.

Hard Fighting
Dave Lichter provided interest in the 115 pound by defeating Noodelman rather easily. Tony Chmielewski, stocky little slugger in the 125s by defeating Needham and Bill Wald in the 135 class of the bout, his de- .

Resume of Events

Several Men Unable To Compete
Because Of Illness And Injuries

Handicapped by having some of its best men out because of injuries and illness, the Technology gymnasts, in their first meet of the season, went down 25-23 to a strong Princeton squad Saturday in Walker Memorial Gym to the tune of 44%-95.

Miller, star performer on the horse and rope climb, Chandler Westcott, high bar artist, Art Wells, tumble, and Harry Dietary, high bar, were all unable to compete and their absence ruined any chance of victory for Tech- nology.

Princeton's Francis Jacob, the Tiger's all around star, contributed two first and two fourth to swells the total score of his team. Roger Needham, able captain of Technology gym team, and Norm Moore each contribut- ed a second on the flying rings and side horse respectively, these being the highest score taken by the En- oilers all afternoon.

Summary


Each puff less acid—Lucky are a LIGHT SMOKE OF RICH, RIFE-BODIED TOBACCO

For twenty-five years the research staff of The American Tobacco Company has worked steadily to produce a measurably finer cigarette—namely, a cigarette having a minimum of volatile components, with an improved richness of taste—"A LIGHT SMOKE."

We believe that Lucky Strike Cigarettes embody a number of genuinely basic improve- ments, and that all these improvements combine to produce a superior cigarette in a modern cigarette, a cigarette made of rich, ripe-bodied tobaccos—A Light Smoke.

Although nothing definite has been done yet, it is rumored that a basketball team will be organized from the Graduate House and will play outside opponents from the ranks of local club and civic teams. With Johnny Davis and Ray McGrath as nucleus it seems that a fast team could be formed.